When You Think Green, Think
Signature Command™

The Most Innovative and
Energy Efficient Fireplace
Control System Available Today
The Signature Command™ System is the most feature enhanced and energy efficient collection of fireplace components
on the market today. Unlike any other fireplace available, the addition of Signature Command™ gives you the control
to make your fireplace the most energy efficient and convenient to operate. Featuring an electronic ignition system and
the option of cold climate pilot and flame height control at the touch of a button, automatic battery backup system,
accent lighting control and blower speed with time delay control, you’ll enjoy the comfort of your fireplace like never
before. And, with our innovative Touch Screen thermostat remote control including the “Smart Mode®” feature, your
fireplace will be the most energy efficient Green fireplace system on the market today.

The “SC” Signature Command™ System
Command Center Control
The touch button Command Center allows you to control all of your fireplace functions and
set ups from one control with the touch of a button. It’s easily accessible from the front access
panel of the fireplace. The Command Center comes standard with every “SC”& “TSC” system
1. On/Off 3 step variable flame height adjustment with a touch of a button.
2. Automatic uninterrupted battery back-up during power outages.
3. Pilot selection option – Choice of cold climate standing pilot or the energy efficient SC intermittent pilot.
4. Memory shut off remembers your favorite setting the next time the fireplace is turned on.
5. Convenient diagnostic code indication lights.
6. Remote receiver built-in for choice of an easily added optional remote control transmitter.
Convenient Wall Control (as shown in image on cover and opposite page)
Never get on your hands and knees again! The Command Center can be wall mounted with the SCSWEK
wall mounting kit, giving you total control of your fireplace from one convenient, upright location.
Everything is done with just a touch of a button right from the wall.
Optional A/C Accessory Module
The A/C accessory module gives you control of three optional 120V A/C powered
accessories from the (TSFSC) Full Function Touch Screen remote control.
1. Three speed blower control and time delay setting let you set
the blower to turn on and off to get the most heat in the most
comfortable and efficient way possible
2. Accent lighting with 3 levels of adjustment
3. An on/off auxiliary control to manage extra 120V A/C accessories
such as ceiling fans, waterfalls or extra room accent lighting, as
shown in image on opposite page.
The addition of the A/C module and full function touch screen remote
control turns any fireplace with the standard SC system into the most feature
enhanced and innovative system on the market today.

AUTOMATIC BATTERY BACK UP
Our fireplace operation is uninterrupted.
With batteries already in place, when
the power goes out your fireplace
stays on. Competitor models require
insertion of batteries at the time of
the outage, meaning these fireplace
owners must fumble around in the
dark for a flashlight, find their batteries,
get down on the floor and get into their
fireplace to install them in the dark.
The Signature Command is
always ready when you are.

PILOT SELECTION OPTIONS
In cold climates flues must be kept
warm - but that doesn’t mean we
should all have to leave the pilot on.
If you live in a moderate climate and
don’t use your fireplace 6-8 months
out of the year, take advantage of the
energy efficient intermittent pilot with
savings up to $200 a year on fuel!
Unlike many competitors’
systems which require A/C to
function, the Basic Signature
Command™ system can be
installed where no power
is available.

Shown with rear burner turned down and accent lights active.

The “TSC” Total Signature Command™ System
The Total Signature Command™ System comes standard with all
the exciting features of the SC system listed above as well as the
A/C accessory module for added control features. In addition, for
those fireplace models with a rear burner shut down feature (which
gives you the elegance of fire and flame but lowers the heat output
as much as 70% when heat is not needed and the ambience of a
fire still is), your TSC system allows you to control the rear-burner
shutdown from your remote control as well.
The TSC system is completely controlled by the (TSFSC) Full Function
Touch Screen remote control with the energy efficient “Smart
Mode®” thermostat. You can’t find a more feature enhanced and
energy efficient fireplace control system on the market today than
the Total Signature Command™ System. Available exclusively on
Monessen, Majestic and Vermont Castings branded products.
Shown with accent lights active.

Remote Control Options
The Signature Command™ Optional remote controls require no installation, just touch and point to use your
new remote control. Signature Command™ remotes come in a wide variety of choices to match the way
you want to control your fireplace. Just sit back, relax and realize optimal comfort as you control all the
features and functions of your fireplace right from the comfort of your couch.

Signature Command™ Remote Transmitters
Manual Hi/Low
Model

RMSC

Features

TSMSC

RTSC

TSTSC

TSFSC

T-stat with Flame
Height Adjustment

T-stat with Flame
Height Adjustment

Full Function T-Stat

Hand Held
Touch Screen
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
6 hrs
Yes

Standard
Hand Held
Yes

Hand Held
Touch Screen
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
6 hrs
Yes
Yes
Yes

3 Levels
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
16

3 Levels
Yes

Hand Held
Touch Screen
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
6 hrs
Yes
Yes
Yes
3 Speed
Yes
3 Levels
Yes
3 Levels
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
16

Manual with Flame Manual with Flame
Height Adjustment Height Adjustment

Style
LCD Display with Backlighting
Slide Control
Manual On/Off
Signal Indicator
Flame Height Indicator
Low Battery Indicator
Count Down Timer
Room Temperature Display
Thermostat On/Off
"Smart Mode®" Thermostat
Blower Control
Blower on/off delay
Lighting Control
Aux On/Off
Adjustable Flame Height
Childproof Protection
Memory
Soft Touch
Optional Wall Mounting
Operating Distance-30 Feet
Thermo Safety Shut Down (Transmitter)
Security Codes

Standard
Hand Held
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
90 min
Yes

3 Levels
Yes

Yes
Yes
16

Thermostat Hi/Low

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
16

3 Levels
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
16

“Smart Mode®” Thermostat: There are two touch screen remotes – TSTSC, TSFSC – that feature the “Smart Mode®”
thermostat option. This feature automatically adjusts the flame height (Hi/Med/Low) to keep an even and more comfortable
room temperature while operating the fireplace at its peak efficiency by monitoring and adjusting automatically to the room
temperature. If a blower is used it also can be controlled (Hi/Med/Low) automatically along with the flame height. Just sit
back and enjoy the comfort and savings and let the “Smart Mode®” thermostat do all the thinking for you.
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